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At its Fall 2008 Meeting, the ALA Committee on Accreditation (COA) took the following actions:

Reports

Discussed and voted to:
- Accept special reports from three programs.
- Accept a revised special report from one program.
- Defer acceptance of a special report from one program.
- Accept a revised biennial narrative report from one program.
- Deny candidacy status to one program.
- Accept a revised annual conditional status report from one program.
- Accept a revised annual precandidacy report from one program.
- Accept a plan for removal of conditional status and continue conditional accreditation of one program.

Committee Matters

- Met with one program on conditional status.
- Met with two programs in precandidacy status.
- Approved rescheduling the comprehensive reviews of two programs from spring 2011 to fall 2011.
- Participated in a seminar on distance education assessment.